
 

Thesis:  Review the rubric and select the bold print statement that best reflects overall how       
you did with your quantity and habit reading goals.  Write and personalize that statement:


 

Claim #1: Write one sentence telling how many books your quantity goal is and how many 
books you actually read.  

Evidence: List the specific the book titles and authors you read, and what you thought 
was interesting or important about each book in one-two sentences per book.  (You may attach a 
separate list if this is not enough room.) 

Explanation:  In 1-2 complete sentences explain why you did or did not achieve your 
quantity goal.   

So What?  In 1-2 complete sentences, reflect on what you learned about yourself as a 
reader with respect to how you did on your “quantity” goal.  (Your reading interests? Your goal-
setting?  Your reading pace?  Your commitment to read? What kinds of books you read either faster 
or slower? How you read different kinds of books differently?) 

Book Title: Author:
What made this book interesting or enjoyable for you?  How 

did you connect with it?

Interesting moment or connection:

Evidence (example scene):

Interesting moment or connection:

Evidence (example scene):

Interesting moment or connection:

Evidence (example scene):

Interesting moment or connection:

Evidence (example scene):
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Continue book notes on separate paper if needed.



Claim #2:  Write one sentence telling what your habit goal is and whether you actually 
improved upon that habit or not.  

Evidence: Provide SPECIFIC evidence that SHOWS how you improved upon your habit goal.  
Depending upon your goal, include specific examples from books or describe specifics about your 
reading habits to show your growth as a reader. FILL ALL 5 BULLET POINTS WITH COMPLETE 
SENTENCES. 

  

  

  

   

  

Explanation: In 1-2 complete sentences, explain, referring to the details in your list above, 
why you did or did not achieve your habit goal.   

So What?:  In 1-2 sentences, reflect on what you learned about yourself as a reader through 
setting this goal to show that you have grown.  This should be different from your previous “So 
What?” for Claim #1!  (Your reading preferences?  Your habits?  Your reading pace?  Your 
commitment to read? Your ability to read different kinds of books?   


